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Abstract. In real-time Internet based teleoperation systems, the operator controls the robot and receives feedback through the Internet. Supermedia refers to robotic control commands, video, audio, haptic feedback,
and other sensory information in the control system. Traditional transport services may not be able to meet the timely transmission requirements and dynamic priority changes of supermedia streams. This paper
aims to design an eﬃcient transport service for teleoperation applications. Supermedia TRansport for teleoperations over Overlay Networks
(STRON) uses multiple disjoint paths besides the IP path and forward
error correction encodings to reduce end-to-end latency for supermedia streams. Network routes and encoding redundancy may be adjusted
dynamically to meet the supermedia QoS requirements. TFRC is used
for congestion control to make STRON traﬃc friendly to other Internet traﬃc. NS2 simulations and evaluations using available bandwidth
traces from globally distributed computing nodes show that STRON can
signiﬁcantly reduce latency compared with available transport services.
Keywords. Teleoperation, Overlay networks, Forward error correction.
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Introduction and Related Work

Teleoperation systems allow people to control automatic systems operating at remote sites where they are inaccessible by the operators. Traditional teleoperation
systems use dedicated communication channels, which have higher costs and less
ﬂexibility. In an Internet based teleoperation system the operator manipulates
a control device to issue task commands to the robot through the Internet. The
feedback information, including video, audio and haptic information, enables the
operator to be informed of the current state of the robot. The haptic or tactile
feedback relates to the sense of touch. Haptic information is captured by robot
sensors and reproduced at the operator side using special devices. The Internet
serves as an action superhighway instead of an information superhighway as seen
by traditional networking applications.
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We call all the information ﬂowing in a real-time teleoperation system supermedia [1]. Supermedia includes video, audio, haptic, temperature, control
commands and other media. Supermedia diﬀers from traditional multimedia in
that a larger variety of media are involved, and some media types are extremely
sensitive to network delay. High latency may cause the robot to stall in the middle of a task or the operator to lose control of the remote robot. To approach the
problem we can either modify the control mechanism of the teleoperation system
to accommodate the unpredictable nature of the Internet, or try to improve the
quality of service of the Internet to make it close to the dedicated communication
channels used by the traditional system. Event based teleoperation systems [1]
were presented to address the problem from the control perspective. The performance diﬃculty caused by the Internet based teleoperation system is a result of
using time as a reference for diﬀerent system entities. In the event-based control
approach, a non-time based reference is used. Extensive research eﬀorts have
been dedicated to provide QoS aware transport service over the Internet. Many
research eﬀorts aim to improve QoS levels for multimedia applications over the
Internet. However these transmission mechanisms do not solve issues in supermedia transmission because a teleoperation system involves several kinds of media
types, which have their own dynamic QoS requirements and some of the media types have very strict latency requirements. The purpose of the Supermedia
TRansport for teleoperations over Overlay Networks (STRON) approach is to
provide a fast transport service to transmit latency sensitive supermedia streams
the Internet. STRON takes advantage of multiple disjoint overlay paths (one of
them is the IP path) and forward error correction encodings to improve the QoS
performance. The networking routes and encoding redundancy may be adjusted
dynamically to meet the QoS requirements of the supermedia streams. TCP
Friendly Rate Control (TFRC [2]) is used as the congestion control mechanism
for each overlay connection, which ensures that the supermedia traﬃc remains
friendly to other Internet traﬃc.
An overlay network is composed of a set of IP-layer network paths. The end
hosts of the network paths are overlay nodes. Packets may be routed among
overlay nodes according to overlay link performance measurements. Since the
setup of an overlay network does not require changing the underlying network
infrastructure, many overlay networks are used to deploy emerging networking
applications. Other overlay networks are used to improve the performance of the
Internet by circumventing the ineﬃciencies of BGP4 in the face of link and router
failures. Common overlay networks include RON [3], QRON [4], SON [5]. A Resilient Overlay Network [3] allows distributed applications to detect and recover
from link failures or performance degradation, which may be much quicker than
solely relying on the routing protocols. The RON nodes monitor the Internet
paths among them and decide whether to allow the Internet to route the packets or relay the packets among RON nodes to achieve a better performance. In
order to meet the reliable and fast transmission requirement of teleoperation systems, the STRON approach may utilize several overlay network paths supported
by the overlay nodes. The use of parallel connections to increase throughput was
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extensively studied in the high performance computing community. Some research shows that when the network is under utilized, parallel connections can
achieve fair utilization among common connections [6]. Statistics shows in large
academic networks most network links are usually under utilized.
In order for the STRON system to provide an eﬀective transport service, the
overlay paths should be physically as disjoint as possible. Currently there are
several research eﬀorts related with disjoint paths selection in overlay networks.
Cui uses a probability model to represent the disjoint degree of two overlay
paths [7]. The Control Overlay Protocol [8] divides the overlay nodes into regions.
Each region has a super node. The super node probes its subordinate nodes to
collect their disjoint information. Diﬀerent super nodes coordinate to provide
a set of approximately disjoint paths. A routing underlay approach for overlay
networks [9] introduces a routing underlay that sits between the overlay network
and the Internet. This paper shows that by detouring into another AS, 1157 out
of 1235 direct paths (93.7%) have at least one disjoint secondary path.
STRON uses forward error correction encoding to provide a reliable and fast
transmission service. TCP provides the standard reliable transport service but
it is not designed to serve the requirement of real time supermedia streams.
UDP and its variant transport services, such as TCP Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC [2]), Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) and Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), are designed for multimedia transport but
each has diﬃculty to provide reliable transport services by taking advantage of
possible performance enhancements of multiple paths.
Other research work also uses overlay networks as a means to improve quality
of service for multimedia applications. QRON (QoS-aware Routing in Overlay
Networks [4]) is a general uniﬁed overlay network framework. OverQoS [10] is an
architecture to provide QoS using overlay networks to reduce packet loss rate.
OverQoS does not provide a mechanism to reduce end-to-end latency, which
is essential in supermedia applications. The method presented by Nguyen et
al [11] uses a traceroute based heuristic scheme to ﬁnd redundant paths and
transmit FEC encoded data over multiple paths to reduce packet loss. However,
the traceroute approach is traﬃc intensive and the heuristic scheme may not
always be able to ﬁnd the optimal path set.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the architecture of
STRON is presented with a detailed design of the optimal path selection module. We discuss the simulation methodology and results in section 3. Section 4
provides the conclusions.

2
2.1

System Architecture
System Overview

The basic idea of STRON may be explained as follows. Each supermedia stream
contains a series of messages generated by the teleoperation application in a
variable or constant bit rate. The message is again chopped into packets with a
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certain size (such as the Maximum Transfer Unit or MTU) determined by the
networking layer. Given p packets for a certain message that needs to be transmitted, STRON encodes the p packets into αp packets, where α (α ≥ 1) is called
the stretch factor. The encoded data packets are scheduled to be transmitted
over multiple overlay paths, one of which is the IP path. As soon as the receiver
collects (1+ )k distinctive encoded data packets, the decoding algorithm can reconstruct the original data packets. Here  is called the reception overhead. The
reception overhead is zero for some encoding algorithms and a small number for
others. A class of erasure codes that has this property is called a digital fountain
code [12]. By using a digital fountain code, the transport protocol can provide
a rather reliable transport service without using acknowledgments and retransmissions. The most common digital fountain codes are Reed-Solomon codes and
Tornado codes [12]. Simulation using Reed-Solomon codes shows the encoding
and decoding time for 100KB data (100 1KB-sized packets) are around 0.12
seconds and 0.054 seconds (the simulation is done on an AMD Duron 1.26GHz
CPU computer with 512MB memory).
The system architecture is shown in Figure 1. At the sender side, the supermedia streams are classiﬁed according to their roles in the teleoperation system
by the Classifying System (CS) according to the QoS characteristics of the supermedia streams, such as Task Dexterity Index (TDI [1]). TDI describes the
bandwidth requirement of the robotic task. The Sender-side Overlay Network
Agent (SONA) is responsible for transporting supermedia streams. The Disjoint
Path Search Module (DPSM) runs a disjoint overlay network path searching algorithm [7–9] through the connected overlay nodes. The paths found by DPSM
might not be totally physically disjoint. A disjoint degree shows the correlation
of the network performance ﬂuctuation of a pair of overlay paths. The Network Measurement Module (NMM) is usually deployed in overlay nodes as a
common service. In some overlay networks like RON, active measurements are
launched periodically to probe the networking conditions. Some research (such
as Pathload [13]) eﬀorts have been dedicated to making accurate measurements
of the network. The measurement results (available bandwidth ri , single trip
delay di and packet loss rate βi ) of the disjoint path set are fed into the Optimal
Path Selection Module (OPSM).
The objectives of OPSM include: (1) ﬁnd the optimal disjoint path set to be
used as active transmission paths; (2) decide the amount of data sent over each
active path; (3) decide the stretch factor according to the networking condition
of the chosen active paths. The design of the OPSM is discussed in detail in the
latter parts of this section.
The Encoding and Transport Module (ETM) encodes the supermedia streams
using a stretch factor α and passes the encoded packets to the overlay transport service. The stretch factor α is found by the Optimal Path Selection Module. The encoding algorithm may be any of the digital fountain codes, such as
Reed-Solomon codes [14] and Tornado codes [12]. TCP Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC [2]) is used as the transport control mechanisms for each overlay path.
TFRC provides a congestion control mechanism that is more suitable to mul-
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timedia applications than TCP while at the same time remains TCP friendly.
When receiving a signal from the receiver saying enough packets are received for
decoding, the sender will stop sending packets. However during this period there
will be still some packets on the wire. These packets are the traﬃc overhead of
the STRON system, of which we will see the details in the simulation.
At the receiver side, the Decoding and Transport Module (DTM) of the
Receiver-side Overlay Network Agent (RONA) decodes the packet streams received by the TFRC receivers and notiﬁes the sender when enough packets have
been collected for a certain message or a message is lost if a timeout occurs.
The feedback to the sender also includes information telling the sender to what
degree the redundancy in the encoding is eﬀective so that the sender can adjust
the redundancy level accordingly.
In the following section we discuss the design details of the Optimal Path
Selection Module and the transport protocol.
2.2

Optimal Path Selection Module (OPSM)

The OPSM receives input from NMM and DPSM specifying the available disjoint
overlay paths and the quality parameters of each path. The OPSM consists of
two parts: the path selection submodule and the γ adaption submodule.
The Path Selection Submodule We formulate the problem of optimal path
selection as follows. Suppose N disjoint (or semi-disjoint) overlay paths were
found in DPSM. For each path k (k ∈ [1, N ]), the following parameters are
given: the single trip delay dk in terms of seconds, the average throughput rk in
terms of bytes per second, and the packet loss rate βk . The size of each message,
which is the amount of eﬀective data we need to transmit from the sender to the
receiver, is E in terms of bytes.
We need M disjoint paths out of the N given paths to minimize the latency
between the sender and receiver. For each path i (i ∈ [1, M ]) of the M paths, we
also need to calculate Vi , which is the amount of data injected into this path by
the sender. The system redundancy coeﬃcient γ indicates the redundancy the
system has over unexpected packet loss. Assume Ei is the eﬀective data gathered
from path i that is used in the data construction process, and we have
Ei =

Vi (1 − βi )
.
γ

(1)

Assuming t is the time for the receiver to receive and reconstruct the original
data, we have
Vi = (t − di )ri
(2)
According to (1)
Ei =

ri (t − di )(1 − βi )
γ

(3)
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We have

M


Ei = E(1 + )
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(4)

i=1

where  ( ∈ [0, 1)) is the reception overhead of the digital fountain code, or
M
E=

i=1 [(t

− di )ri (1 − βi )]
(1 + )γ

Solving t yields
t=

E(1 + )γ +
M

M

i=1 ri (1

i=1 ri (1 − βi )

− βi )di

(5)

(6)

To solve the problem, we may try set s = {(i1 , i2 , · · · , iM )|ip ∈ [1, N ], p ∈
[1, M ], and for any p = q, p ∈ [1, M ], q ∈ [1, M ], ip = iq }, which is a combination
of set [1, N ] to minimize (6), which is

E(1 + )γ + j∈s rj (1 − βj )dj

t=
(7)
j∈s rj (1 − βj )
The most straightforward method is to enumerate all the (N
M ) sets to ﬁnd the
subset s of [1, N ] that minimizes (6). When N is small, which is true in most
cases, this method works well.
The volume that needs to be sent over a selected disjoint path i, which is Vi ,
may be found by using (2). The stretch factor α of the digital fountain encoding
may be calculated as
M
Vi
(8)
α = i=1
E
A transport plan consists of a series of active overlay network paths, QoS
parameters of these paths, the redundancy factor γ, stretch factor α and the
number of packets (or volume of data) to be sent over each active overlay path.
The γ Adaptation Submodule The redundancy coeﬃcient γ is a user-deﬁned
parameter specifying the amount of redundancy to be used. The value γ inﬂuences the eﬃciency and reliability of the system and should be adjusted dynamically when the quality of the overlay paths changes. With larger γ, the transport
service is more reliable. However, larger γ requires more encoding and decoding
overhead. Figure 2 shows the relationship of γ and the successful rate.
In the ﬁrst case, both overlay paths were using an MMPP error model (detailed description of the simulation methodology may be found in Section 3) with
an expected packet loss rate of 4%. We see that γ = 1.2 ensures the transport to
be 100% reliable under this network condition. In the second case, both overlay
paths used an MMPP error model with an expected packet loss rate of 1%. A
smaller γ was able to ensure that the transport is 100% reliable.
From Figure 2 we can see it is diﬃcult for the user to specify the redundancy coeﬃcient, which should be adjusted dynamically. We need an automatic
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bool gamma_changed = false;
if ((uf_rate<uf_floor||
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increase gamma;
gamma_changed=true;
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gamma>gamma_floor){
decrease gamma;
gamma_changed=true;
} if(gamma_changed)
run path selection algorithm;

Gamma Fig. 4. γ Adaptation Algorithm

γ updating algorithm. Figure 4 shows the gamma adaptation algorithm. The
variables actual succ rate and uf rate are feedbacks received from the receiver by the sender. The target successful rate of this supermedia stream is
denoted as target succ rate. The variables gamma roof and gamma floor are
the minimal and maximal value of γ. The variables diff allowable, uf floor
and uf roof will be explained in the following paragraphs.
The variable actual succ rate is the ratio of the messages successfully delivered by the system up to the present. A message is regarded as delivered
successfully if enough packets are received by the receiver before a timeout occurs and the original message is successful decoded by the decoder. The variable
uf rate means “under-full rate.” The under-full rate is calculated by the receiver
after a message is successfully decoded, otherwise the under-full rate is set to
−1. The deﬁnition for uf rate is
uf rate =

(AllP kts − P ktsSent) ·
AllP kts

P ktsReceived
P ktsSent

(9)

where AllP kts is the total number of packets after the message is encoded and
may be calculated as
AllP kts = α · Ef f ectiveP kts.

(10)

α is the stretch factor and Ef f ectiveP kts is the original message packets.
Upon decoding, P ktsReceived should equal Ef f ectiveP kts. P ktsSent is the
number of packets sent by the sender up to now. The receiver obtains this information from the last packet received. The variable uf rate shows the percentage
of the packets that would have been useless if they were received successfully
by the receiver. Thus, uf rate is a parameter that shows how much redundancy
was “wasted” during previous transmissions. To keep the system stable, uf rate
is updated in the following way:
uf ratenew = uf rateold · αuf + uf ratelast time · (1 − αuf )

(11)
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where αuf is a stabling parameter. If the actual successful rate of the supermedia stream is below the target successful rate by a diﬀerence more than
diff allowable or uf rate is below the ﬂoor threshold and γ has not reached
the roof value, γ is increased. Otherwise if the under-full rate is over the roof
value (uf roof) and γ is over the ﬂoor value, γ is decreased. The system adjusts
the quality of service for diﬀerent classes of supermedia by setting appropriate γ
adaptation parameters for them. If the quality of the overlay paths is stable, the
value of γ will converge and the system reaches a stable state. Figure 3 shows the
working process of the automatic γ adaptation system. After a certain number
of transmissions, γ tends to converge to a stable value.

3

Simulation

To evaluate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the system, the ns2 network simulator was used to construct a simulation environment for the overlay network transport protocol. An Optimal Path Selection Module was implemented in the application layer of the simulator. An implementation of Reed-Solomon codes [15]
was used to estimate the encoding and decoding overhead of the algorithm. We
did not use Tornado codes in the simulation due to its proprietary nature. In
order to simulate the behavior of the system under lossy network conditions, it is
important to choose good packet loss models. A Poisson arrival process assumes
the packet loss event to be independent and the loss event inter-arrival time
conforms to an exponential distribution. Some measurements [16] show that the
packet loss events of the Internet may be independent and ﬁt an exponential
distribution. To depict packet loss events more accurately, the Poisson process
is modiﬁed into a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP). The MMPP is
a doubly stochastic Poisson process whose arrival rate is given by an m-state
irreducible continuous time Markov chain.
4
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Simulation with Variable Packet Loss Rates

In the following simulations, two candidate disjoint overlay network paths were
established. The slower path path0 has an available bandwidth of 1MB and a
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single trip delay of 100ms. The faster path path1 has an available bandwidth
of 10MB and a single trip delay of 100ms. Each message contains 50 packets,
each of which is 1000 bytes. In the following two subsections, we compared the
performance of STRON with TCP and SCTP under variable packet loss rates.
Since TCP does not support multiple transmission paths, only path1 is used in
the simulation when TCP is involved in the comparison.
Unless explicitly speciﬁed, we used the exponential packet loss model in this
simulation since the exponential model is more suitable to generate packet loss
events according to a given packet loss rate. In the following simulation, the
packet loss rate was increased from 0.01 to 0.1. We see from Figure 5 that while
the packet loss rate increases, STRON performs better than TCP and SCTP.
For example, when the loss rate is 0.05, STRON takes 0.98 seconds to transmit
a 50KB message, while TCP takes 1.73 seconds and SCTP takes 1.40 seconds.
An experiment with the Reed-Solomon codes shows with stretch factor 1.2, the
encoding and decoding of 50KB data takes 0.014 and 0.002 seconds under the
experimenting computer (an AMD Duron 1.26GHz CPU with 512MB memory).
Thus overall STRON takes 0.996 seconds, with an improvement of 42% compared
with TCP and 29% compared with SCTP.
Unlike TCP, SCTP is able to support multiple transmission paths. In Figure 6 two paths were used for the transmission. The path path0 has an MMPP
packet loss model with expected packet loss rate 0.01. The path path2 has an
exponential packet loss model with the packet loss rate increasing from 0.01 to
0.1. Although when the packet loss rate is low, SCTP performs a little better
than STRON, STRON may take better advantage of the overlay paths as the
loss rate increases. Figure 7 shows the traﬃc overhead of STRON and TCP while
transmitting the same number of messages. For STRON, the traﬃc overhead is
the redundant traﬃc divided by the amount of eﬀective traﬃc. The redundant
traﬃc is calculated as the actual traﬃc on the wire minus the eﬀective traﬃc. For
TCP, the traﬃc overhead is the amount of retransmitted traﬃc divided by the
net traﬃc. From the ﬁgure we can see that STRON only has a slightly higher
traﬃc overhead than STRON and the overhead of STRON tends to increase
slower compared with TCP when the loss rate increases.
3.2

Simulation Using Available Bandwidth Traces

We simulated the behavior of STRON using bandwidth traces collected under
PlanetLab. PlanetLab [17] is an overlay network used to design, evaluate and deploy geographically distributed network services. The available bandwidth traces
were measured using Pathload [13] among three nodes that are located in Michigan State University (node MSU), Japan (node JPN) and Australia (node AUS),
respectively. Given the heavy usage of many PlanetLab nodes, we considered the
load to obtain accurate traces. Furthermore, Pathload has important features to
deal with context switches and interrupt coalescence at receiver nodes. Even if
many PlanetLab nodes are heavily loaded most of the time, the simulation using the traces show that STRON performs the same or better in a less stressed
networking environment.
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The measurements were done among the three nodes at the same time. One
Pathload probe started at the beginning of every minute. BW 1 was the available
bandwidth between node MSU and AUS. BW 2 was the minimum of the available
bandwidth of the path between MSU and JPN, and the path between JPN and
AUS. BW 2 can be regarded as the available bandwidth series of an overlay path
between MSU and AUS that traverses JPN. Results of traceroute show that the
paths of MSU-AUS and MSU-JPN-AUS are quite disjoint.
We modiﬁed the simplex-link object in ns2 to enable the bandwidth input. A
series of supermedia messages were sent from node MSU to AUS. Each message
has 250 original packets of size 1000 bytes. An MMPP packet loss model with
expected packet loss rate 1% was assumed on all paths. Figure 8 shows the
latency variance when the messages were sent over the direct connection using
the available bandwidth series BW 1. STRON achieves better performance and
has less variance compared with TCP. Figure 9 shows the situation when both the
direct path and overlay path are used by STRON and SCTP. In the simulation
of Figure 10, we established two TFRC connections under the direct path (with
available bandwidth BW 1). The results show that two TFRC connections under
one path do not necessarily decrease the latency compared with one TFRC
connection under one path. However, a second overlay path can improve the
performance of the system under the same packet loss conditions.

4

Conclusions

Designing a transport service for an Internet based teleoperation system is challenging because of diverse media forms in the application and the timely transmission requirement of supermedia streams. The end-to-end latency of the communication channel is crucial for the teleoperator to send commands to the
robot and receive haptic feedback from the robot, both of which are important
for the operator to maintain smooth control of the robot. The STRON system
is built to reduce the end-to-end latency and improve other QoS parameters for
teleoperation systems.
Multiple overlay network paths and forward error correction encoding are
used to improve reliability and eﬃciency. Automatic redundancy adjustment
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can update the redundancy level to ensure the right amount of redundancy is
used for reliable transmission. An optimal path selection module can adjust the
transmission paths according to dynamic network conditions.
The results of the simulation demonstrates that the supermedia transport
system performs well under diﬀerent network conditions without introducing
too much traﬃc overhead. In the case of network paths with heavy packet loss
rates, it has a signiﬁcant improvement over TCP and SCTP.
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